
105”

The i3TOUCH ULTRA is an ultra-wide, 21:9 interactive 
display. Analyze, visualize, and interact with big data and 
complex topics, and split the screen to work on multiple 
tasks. Bring everyone together with immersive video 
conferencing and presenting capabilities.

i3TOUCH ULTRA
21:9 Interactive Display



Take collaboration 
to new lengths.

Discover the features

With its ultra-wide 21:9 screen ratio, the i3TOUCH Ultra displays 33% more content than a standard 16:9 display. With the extra space, i3TOUCH ULTRA 
is better suited to open two, three, or more windows and apps next to each other. Keep your tools close, but not in the way, of your workspace.

Due to the unique aspect ratio and optical bonding technology, ULTRA delivers perfect picture quality in larger spaces no matter where you’re sitting. 
Crowded meeting room or students sitting far away? Everyone will still be able to see the screen without reflections.
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Powered by i3STUDIO

Free software included.
Our interactive displays are powered by i3STUDIO – our free, pre-
installed software suite which includes: whiteboard, annotate, wireless 
presenting,  video conferencing.

i3STUDIO gives you access to your favorite apps and internet browser 
with just one touch on the intuitive interface. With a state-of-the-art OTA 
(Over-The-Air) platform, you can be sure your device is always up to date 
with the latest firmware. All of this is included in i3STUDIO with free 
updates, forever.

Full stack for 
great performance

i3STUDIO is built on completely new 
and future-proof technical architecture 

with improved management capabilities 
including: notification and messaging 
system, integrated support, and OTA 

updates.  

Go-to apps at 
your fingertips
The apps you rely on daily are 

available on i3STORE. Using the 
secure environment you can browse, 
install, update, and keep track of your 
apps on i3STUDIO. PowerPoint, Word, 

Zoom, digital signage, and more. 

Free lifelong 
updates

Forever-free automatic updates. No 
subscription fees, hassle-free updates, 
and one seamless updating process 
- all Over-The-Air. You will always use 
the latest software version even if you 

bought your device years ago. 



Discover the features

Improved contrast 
and wider angles.
Due to the unique aspect ratio and optical 
bonding technology, ULTRA delivers perfect 
picture quality in larger spaces no matter 
where you’re sitting. Crowded meeting room 
or students sitting far away? Everyone will still 
be able to see the screen without reflections. 

Active participation 
in meetings.
Promote team engagement by allowing users 
to share ideas, create content, and interact 
with it – by whiteboarding, highlighting, and 
editing. An ultra-wide display means more 
space for visual collaboration. There’s no need 
to crouch down or overreach to interact with 
the display (such as in a 16:9 ratio). 

A larger workspace 
for multitasking.
With its ultra-wide 21:9 screen ratio, the 
i3TOUCH Ultra displays 33% more content 
than a standard 16:9 display. With the extra 
space, you can open two, three, or more 
windows and apps next to each other. Keep 
your tools close, but not in the way, of your 
workspace.



Discover the features

Now bezels don’t 
interfere with your 
Excel report.
i3TOUCH Ultra comes in handy when you work with Excel 
files, text and media-rich content, and hyper-detailed 
drawings or images. Meeting participants can see more 
information without zooming in and out constantly. Like 
on any i3TOUCH display, annotate all types of content, 
save, and share easily.

5K resolution

Enhanced clarity

Ultra-wide

Strong craftsmanship

Capacitive sense

Hyper-detailed image quality and clarity with a 5K 

resolution and anti-glare glass.

Optical Bonding provides many benefits 

including, enhanced clarity and viewability, 

ruggedization, improved heat dissipation and the 

most accurate touch experience.

Ultra-wide 21:9 aspect ratio providing ease of use 

and interactive autonomy on a 105” display

The ultra-slim bezel and glossy accents along with 

the sturdy craftsmanship create a pleasing high-end 

aesthetic.

The capacitive touch technology creates a very 

responsive and natural touch experience with a 

sleek, stylish design.

OPS Slot
Slot for OPS pluggable modules allows for a 

dedicated computer to be connected to the display 

with no visible cables.

Multitasking
Supports split-screen mode allowing you to 

use two apps at the same time on your 

i3TOUCH E-ONE. 

Motion and light sensor
The combination of a motion and light sensor will 

optimize your viewing experience to all lighting 

conditions and keep energy consumption balanced.

Display features

WIFI ONE-CABLE 
CONNECTION

WINDOWS INK ROOM FILLING 
AUDIO

SAFETY GLASSANDROID 13

Efficient for the office and
your energy bill.
The eco-friendly design comes with extremely low power consumption, resulting in a 
beneficial Energy label. The combination of a motion and light sensor will optimize your 
viewing experience to all lighting conditions and keep energy consumption balanced.



Like to know more?
i3-TECHNOLOGIES HQ
Kleine Schaluinweg 7
3290 Diest
Belgium

+32 56 31 34 15
info@i3-technologies.com

facebook-f  YOUTUBE  twitter  linkedin-in
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